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Abstract

Background: Virtual reality (VR) is a well-researched digital intervention that has been used for managing acute pain and
anxiety in pediatric patients undergoing various medical procedures. This study focuses on investigating the role of unique patient
characteristics and VR immersion level on the effectiveness of VR for managing pediatric pain and anxiety during venipuncture.

Objective: The purpose of this study is to determine how specific patient characteristics and level of immersion during a VR
intervention impact anxiety and pain levels for pediatric patients undergoing venipuncture procedures.

Methods: This study is a secondary data analysis of 2 combined, previously published randomized control trials on 252 pediatric
patients aged 10-21 years observed at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles from April 12, 2017, to July 24, 2019. One randomized
clinical trial was conducted in 3 clinical environments examining peripheral intravenous catheter placement (radiology and an
infusion center) and blood draw (phlebotomy). Conditional process analysis was used to conduct moderation and mediation
analyses to assess the impact of immersion level during the VR intervention.

Results: Significant moderation was found between the level of immersion and anxiety sensitivity when predicting postprocedural
anxiety (P=.01). Patients exhibiting the highest anxiety sensitivity within the standard of care yielded a 1.9 (95% CI 0.9-2.8;
P<.001)-point elevation in postprocedural anxiety relative to individuals with high immersion levels. No other significant factors
were found to mediate or moderate the effect of immersion on either postprocedural anxiety or pain.

Conclusions: VR is most effective for patients with higher anxiety sensitivity who report feeling highly immersed. Age, location
of the procedure, and gender of the patient were not found to significantly impact VR’s success in managing levels of postprocedural
pain or anxiety, suggesting that immersive VR may be a beneficial intervention for a broad pediatric population.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04268901; https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT04268901

(J Med Internet Res 2024;26:e53196) doi: 10.2196/53196
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Introduction

The subjective experience of pain results from complex
interactions among biological, psychological, and social factors
and is largely informed by early life experiences [1]. Thus, what
a child remembers about initial painful experiences is a strong
predictor of their response to subsequent painful experiences
[2-5]. Anxiety has been shown to moderate children’s memory
for procedural pain, increasing the likelihood of remembering
more pain than they initially reported [6]. In addition to the
unique interplay of pain and anxiety associated with routine
medical procedures, the literature reflects that pain and anxiety
associated with routine medical care can lead to adverse
consequences that can affect lifelong health, such as a negative
impact on one’s perception of health care, attempts to escape
the distressing medical procedure, poor recovery outcomes,
avoidance of preventative health care, and the risk for medical
trauma [7-9].

Decreasing pain and anxiety during pediatric medical care is
critical to ensuring optimal health and health care experiences
for individuals across the lifespan. Best practice guidelines for
the treatment of procedural pain and anxiety in pediatric
populations have historically been cited as a combination of
pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions [10-13].
While pharmacological interventions (eg, sedatives and opioids)
have become increasingly common, these analgesics have been
linked to higher mortality risk and longer hospital admissions
[14]. Additionally, these medication interventions have been
associated with high tolerance, dependence, and unfavorable
side effects [15,16]. In fact, when a study compared the efficacy
of virtual reality (VR) and opioid therapy as pain management
tools during thermal pain stimulation, results indicated that there
was no significant difference in pain reduction between the 2
treatment groups [17]. This suggests that VR may be just as
effective as routine pharmacological interventions in reducing
the experience of pain and anxiety while mitigating the adverse
impacts of tolerance, dependence, and other unfavorable side
effects.

VR is an immersive and interactive computer-generated
environment that has gained traction as a pain and anxiety
management strategy within the medical field over the past few
decades. In the past 5 years alone, studies have cited VR’s
success in reducing pain and anxiety during dental procedures
[18], cancer-related treatments [19,20], and burn wound care
[21]. However, many children and adolescents view
venipuncture—a medical procedure in which a needle is used
to draw blood from a vein—as one of the most distressing
aspects of attending hospital visits [22,23] due to a combination
of fear, anxiety, and pain [24]. This finding holds important
considerations for children with acute or chronic illnesses, as
they are exposed to needle procedures at a much higher rate
than similar-aged peers who do not have medical conditions.
Further, children may experience these procedures as more
distressing than adults due to receptive language, expressive

language, and emotional regulation limitations that impact their
understanding of the routine nature of medical procedures, their
ability to communicate their experiences of pain, and their
ability to cope with painful experiences, respectively [25-27].

Extensive research on the use of VR has established it as a safe,
feasible, effective, and efficacious intervention for reducing
pain and anxiety associated with routine painful medical
procedures in pediatric populations compared with standard of
care (SOC) [28-31]. Furthermore, pediatric studies have
indicated that children report lower pain, distress, and anxiety
scores when using VR, an immersive pain management tool,
–than when using iPads (Apple Inc), a passive coping tool
[32-36]. However, information regarding the impact of specific
unique individual characteristics that affect VR’s level of
efficacy has been limited to preliminary studies with outdated
technologies. For example, researchers have found that a higher
perception of feeling present in the VR simulation is associated
with better outcomes [37-39], and recent studies that have
explored the effects of age and sex characteristics across a range
of pediatric specialty clinics have neither found any significant
correlations with pain nor anxiety levels [40,41]. This suggests
a need for further investigation into the demographic, medical,
and psychological variables that may impact VR’s efficacy to
further appreciate “who benefits” from VR interventions and
why.

This study aims to identify individual factors that impact the
degree of VR’s effectiveness in reducing pain and anxiety during
routine painful medical venipuncture procedures (phlebotomy
and peripheral intravenous catheter [PIVC] placement) in
pediatric patients.

Methods

Study Design and Population
This study is a secondary data analysis of 2 combined,
previously published randomized control trials on 252 pediatric
patients aged 10-21 years observed at an urban pediatric
academic medical center (Children’s Hospital Los Angeles)
from April 12, 2017, to July 24, 2019 [29,30]. Both randomized
control trials implemented the same protocol. A total of 3
clinical environments were used to examine PIVC placement
(radiology and an infusion center) [30] and blood draw
(phlebotomy) [29]. In total, 125 dyads (patient and caregiver)
were randomized to receive the VR intervention while 125
received standard of care (SOC). Patients randomized to the
VR group played a multisensory (visual and auditory) VR game,
BearBlast, where users traveled on a preset path through a
colorful and immersive 3D environment filled with animated
landscapes, buildings, and clouds, during which the user’s gaze
controlled the direction of a cannon fired to knock down teddy
bears. The VR game is equipped with a head-tracking system,
enabling the player to look around the virtual environment (VE),
controlling the game with only the movement of their head
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(Oculus Gear VR). Patients and participants were English or
Spanish-speaking.

Measures
Caregivers provided demographic information for patients
younger than 18 years of age, while patients older than 18 years
completed self-reported demographic questionnaires focused
on age, gender, race or ethnicity, and relevant medical history.

Pain
The Faces Pain Scale-Revised (FPS-R) [42] was used to measure
patient pain before and during the PIVC procedure, and uses a
horizontal series of 6 faces displaying a range of facial
expressions, from no pain (0 points) to significant pain (10
points). Patients and caregivers pointed to the face that indicated
the patient’s level of pain. Across multiple studies, the FPS-R
has been found to be both a reliable and valid measure of patient
pain for children between the ages of 4 and 16 years of age [42].

Anxiety
A visual analog scale (VAS) was provided to patients and
caregivers to measure patient anxiety prior to and after the PIVC
procedure. The VAS provides the patient with a vertical image
of a thermometer that shifts in color from yellow (accompanied
by an image of a neutral face) at the bottom to dark red
(accompanied by an image of a distressed face) at the top.
Patients and caregivers were asked to point to the specific part
of the thermometer that rated the patient’s level of anxiety, with
the neutral face scoring as 0 points and the distressed face
scoring 10 points. Many studies have evaluated the effectiveness
of a VAS and concluded that this type of scale is subject to less
bias when compared to categorical scales [43].

Anxiety Sensitivity
The Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index (CASI) was used to
measure the patient’s anxiety sensitivity, and it is comprised of
a 3-point Likert scale that assesses the patient’s belief that their
anxiety will result in a negative consequence, such as sickness,
embarrassment, or loss of control. On the CASI, 1 indicates no
negative consequences, 2 indicates some negative consequences,
and 3 indicates a lot of negative consequences (range 18-54)
[30]. Studies have found that the CASI has high internal
consistency (α=.87) and good test-retest reliability in both
clinical (r=0.79) and nonclinical (r=0.76) samples [44]. Patients
in our study who were missing 1 of the 18 items had their total
CASI sum imputed by adding the mean of their 17 complete
items to their 17-item sum. Patients missing more than 1 item
of the CASI were excluded from CASI analyses.

VR Immersion
Patients in the VR group completed the Gold-Rizzo Immersion
and Presence (GRIP) inventory, which is a 16-item measure
that asks the patients to indicate their degree of immersion in
the game, with 0 indicating no immersion, 1 indicating little
immersion, and 2 indicating a lot of immersion. This measure
is comprised of 3 domains—sense of involvement, perceived
realism of the VR game, and sense of transportation into the

experience [30]. The scores on the GRIP inventory range from
0 to 32 points, with higher scores indicating higher levels of
immersion. Patients in the SOC group were given a score of 0
for the GRIP immersion score since they never experienced the
VR intervention. Patients in the VR group who were missing 1
or 2 of the 16-item GRIP had their missing items imputed with
their nonmissing median to create a total 16-item score. These
final scores were categorized into no immersion (score=0), low
(score 1-19), medium (20-25), and high immersion (>25) based
on our sample’s distribution.

Data Analysis
Patient demographic and preprocedural characteristics were
summarized using the median with IQR for continuous variables
while frequency and percentage were used for categorical
variables. Group differences were tested using the chi-square
or Mann-Whitney U test.

Conditional process analysis was used for the moderation and
mediation analyses [45]. Separate models were run for the
proposed mediation and moderation effects of child
characteristics (age, gender, procedure location, and anxiety
sensitivity) and level of immersion on the outcomes of
postprocedural anxiety VAS and pain FPS-R. All models were
controlled for preprocedural pain or anxiety.

When pairwise comparisons were analyzed for significant
differences, the Bonferroni multiple comparison adjustment
was applied and simultaneous 95% CIs were presented. All P
values were assessed at the α level of .05. Statistical analyses
and data visualization were carried out with SAS (version 9.4;
SAS Institute) for Windows and SPSS Statistics (version 28.0;
IBM).

Ethical Considerations
All activities and procedures were approved by the local
institutional review board at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles
(CHLA-15-00549). All patients older than 18 years provided
written informed consent. Caregivers of patients younger than
18 years provided patient assent and written informed consent.
All activities and procedures were approved by the local
institutional review board at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles.

Results

A total of 250 patients with complete data were included in the
current secondary data analysis. Of the participants, 46%
(n=115) were female with a median age of 15 (IQR 13-17.3)
years and 51.2% (n=128) were Hispanic or Latinx. A total of
56% (n=141) of the participants underwent phlebotomy
procedures, while 17.6% (n=44) and 26% (n=65) were recruited
from the radiology and infusion departments, respectively. There
were no statistically significant differences in these demographic
variables between the SOC and VR groups (all P>.05; Table
1). Preprocedural pain FPS-R, anxiety VAS scores, and anxiety
sensitivity CASI scores did not differ between groups (Table
1).
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Table 1. Demographics and baseline characteristics.

P valueaAll (N=250)Child conditionDemographics and baseline characteristics

VRc (n=125)SOCb (n=125)

.16115 (46)52 (41.6)63 (50.40)Female, n (%)

.09Race or ethnicity, n (%)

128 (51.2)69 (55.2)59 (47.2)Hispanic or Latinx

50 (20)18 (14.4)32 (25.6)White or non-Hispanic

72 (28.8)38 (30.4)34 (27.2)Other

.99Location, n (%)

44 (17.6)22 (17.6)22 (17.6)Radiology

65(26)33 (26.4)32 (25.6)Infusion

141 (56.4)70 (56)71 (56.8)Phlebotomy

.7515.00 (13-17.31)15.00 (13.00-17.99)15.00 (13.0-17.0)Age, median (IQR)

.611.00 (0.00-1.00)1.00 (0.00-1.00)1.00 (0.00-1.00)Preprocedural FPS-Rd (n=247), median (IQR)

.901.38 (0.32-3.15)1.33 (0.28-3.41)1.51 (0.33-3.41)Preprocedural anxiety VASe (n=247), median (IQR)

.8028.0 (24.0-32.0)27.0 (24.0-32.0)28.0 (24.4-32.0)CASIf score (n=246), median (IQR)

aP values from the chi-square test for categorical variables and the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables.
bSOC: Standard of care.
cVR: virtual reality.
dFPS-R: Faces Pain Scale-Revised.
eVAS: visual analog scale.
fCASI: Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index.

Conceptual moderation and mediation models for both
postprocedural pain and anxiety are shown in Figure 1. Among
the 238 participants in the models, the CASI levels were
determined using the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of our
sample, low CASI (score=24), medium CASI (score=28), and
high CASI (score=32). Significant moderation was found
between the level of immersion and anxiety sensitivity when
predicting postprocedural anxiety (P=.01). At a low level of
anxiety sensitivity (CASI=24; our sample’s 25th percentile),
the no immersion group (SOC) had the highest adjusted mean

postprocedural anxiety (2.4, 95% CI 2-2.8), but was not
significantly different from the low, medium, or high immersion
groups after adjusting for multiple comparisons. At the median
level of anxiety sensitivity (CASI=28), significant decreases in
postprocedural anxiety were found between high and medium
immersion >groups versus no immersion (all P<.05; Table 2).
These differences were sustained when anxiety sensitivity was
high (75th percentile; CASI=32). No significant differences
were found when comparing the low, medium, and high levels
of immersion to each other (Table 2, Figure 2).
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Figure 1. (A) Moderation model. (B) Mediation model.
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Table 2. Postanxiety moderation model between CASIa and level of immersion (N=238)b.

High immersion (n=43)Medium immersion (n=41)Low immersion (n=31)SOCd (n=123)CASI levelc

Low CASI (score=24)

1.5 (0.9 to 2.1)2.0 (1.3 to 2.8)1.9 (1.1 to 2.7)2.4 (2.0 to 2.8)LS meane, (95% CI)

Pairwise differencesf

N/AN/AN/Ag0.5 (–0.7 to 1.7)Versus low immersion

N/AN/A–0.1 (–1.6 to 1.4)0.4 (–0.7 to 1.5)Versus medium immersion

N/A0.5 (–0.8 to 1.9)0.4 (–1.0 to 1.8)0.9 (–0.1 to 2.0)Versus high immersion

Medium CASI (score=28)

1.4 (0.9 to 2.0)1.8 (1.3 to 2.4)2.0 (1.4 to 2.7)2.8 (2.5 to 3.1)LS mean, (95% CI)

Pairwise differences

N/AN/AN/A0.8 (–0.2 to 1.7)Versus low immersion

N/AN/A0.2 (–0.9 to 1.4)1.0 (0.1 to 1.9)hVersus medium immersion

N/A0.4 (–0.6 to 1.4)0.6 (–0.5 to 1.8)1.4 (0.6 to 2.2)iVersus high immersion

High CASI (score=32)

1.4 (0.8 to 2.0)1.6 (1.0 to 2.2)2.2 (1.5 to 2.9)3.2 (2.9 to 3.6)LS mean, (95% CI)

Pairwise differences

N/AN/AN/A1.0 (–0.05 to 2.1)Versus low immersion

N/AN/A0.6 (–0.6 to 1.8)1.6 (0.7 to 2.5)iVersus medium immersion

N/A0.3 (–0.9 to 1.4)0.9 (–0.4 to 2.1)1.9 (0.9 to 2.8)iVersus high immersion

aCASI: Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index.
bResulting from a moderation model controlling for preprocedural anxiety held at the mean of 2.1.
cCASI levels were determined using the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of our sample.
dSOC: standard of care.
eLS mean: least squared mean (adjusted mean).
fAdjusted pairwise least squared differences with simultaneous 95% CI values. P values are adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni
adjustment.
gN/A: not applicable.
hP<.05.
iP<.001.
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Figure 2. Fit plot with 95% CIs for predicted postprocedural anxiety by anxiety sensitivity grouped by level of immersion. Preprocedural anxiety held
constant at 2.107. SOC: standard of care.

Age, location of procedure, and gender of the patient were not
significant moderators of immersion on postprocedural anxiety
scores and no significant mediation models were found in our
sample. No significant mediation or moderation effects of child
characteristics (age, gender, procedure location, and anxiety
sensitivity) with level of immersion were found for the outcome
of postprocedural pain FPS-R (all P>.05).

Discussion

Principal Results
The current findings suggest that a higher level of immersion
during a VR intervention compared to no immersion decreases
postprocedure anxiety among patients undergoing venipuncture
procedures. For the purpose of this study, comparisons were
made between each level of immersion. Overall, the immersion
effect is stronger for patients who reported a higher anxiety
sensitivity score, indicating that VR interventions work better
to reduce anxiety in individuals who have a higher level of
anxiety sensitivity. Patient characteristics such as age, gender,
race or ethnicity, significant medical history, location of
venipuncture, and type of procedure were not significant
moderators of immersion on postprocedural scores, suggesting
that VR intervention may be more universal in its application.

Comparisons With Prior Work
As previously discussed, various studies have concluded that
VR reduces patient-reported pain and anxiety during pediatric
venipuncture procedures more effectively when compared to
the SOC [28-32]; however, this is the first study to analyze

patient characteristics and immersion level as predictors of “who
benefits” most optimally from the VR intervention.

The current findings support the idea that VR may lend itself
to greater benefit for patients undergoing routine painful medical
procedures, especially regarding anxiety management. This
suggests that VEs need to be highly immersive, especially in
the areas of (1) a sense of involvement, (2) perceived realism
of the VR game, and (3) a sense of transportation into the
experience as measured by the GRIP inventory. As the level of
immersion is understood to be a critical element of the VR
experience, this study begins to better understand which patients
benefit most given their level of immersion. Distraction alone,
as is often discussed, may not be the critical element in “why”
or “how” VR works, but rather the level or degree of immersion.
Previous research has alluded to the fact that deeper levels of
engagement or immersion would contribute toward greater VR
benefit; however, those ideas were mostly theoretical.

Future Directions
Over the years, it has been postulated that the greater the number
of senses involved in the VR experience, the deeper the sense
of immersion. In this study, the VR experience primarily
harnessed the patient’s visual and auditory senses, and patients
who were highly immersed benefited the most from the
intervention. With this finding, it is important to consider the
question “Would VR would be more effective if more senses
were involved (eg, olfactory, tactile), and whether medium and
low levels of immersion would reduce pain and/or anxiety for
these patients?”
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Future studies investigating unique patient characteristics that
drive VR effectiveness may benefit from increasing the number
of senses included in their VR experience. VEs designed to
engage all 6 senses (vision, hearing, touch, taste, smell, and
proprioception) may transform the VR experience beyond what
we currently know. Research groups currently engaging in the
kinesthetic aspect of VR, olfactory, and tactile vibration could
significantly increase the immersion level for all participants,
thus enhancing the effects of VR in line with the current
findings.

Limitations
It is important to note that for the purpose of this study, only 1
VE was evaluated (ie, BearBlast), and the current findings are
limited to the mentioned procedures and a single virtual
experience. However, as the field moves toward a VR pharmacy
that allows for choice and customization, the immersive nature
may change and be more effective, given personal choice,
selection, and preference. Additionally, the participants of this
study were primarily Latinx individuals; therefore, it would be
beneficial to replicate this study with patients of varying ethnic
and racial backgrounds.

Conclusions
As previously mentioned, factors such as age, gender, and
location of venipuncture were not significant. These findings
are encouraging as they suggest that the impact of VR is more
about the VR experience and less about specific patient and
location characteristics. Thus, the use of VR can be implemented
in various settings and should be more readily available and
accessible for diverse groups of pediatric patients. It was
previously discussed that children will remember past painful
medical procedures [2-5], which may negatively inform their
future perception of potentially painful procedures [7-9]. The
use of VR with a high level of immersion can decrease future
negative expectations, as well as fear and anxiety about medical
procedures. Future studies and interventions should focus on
VE and activities with high levels of immersion and interaction
in order to best support patient care. Additionally, the use of
VR interventions across patient age groups and medical settings
may decrease or eliminate the need for pharmacological
interventions, the associated negative side-effect profiles, and
the negative impact of routine painful medical procedures on
patients’ mental health, patients’ medical experiences, and
ultimately reduce the fear and anxiety that may impact medical
adherence in patients with the critical need for routine and
complex chronic medical care.
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